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A B S T R A C T   

In this paper we present study of the magnetic structure of multiferroic series Bi1-yLayFeO3 (y = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 
0.05 and 0.10) using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) at 4.2 K and Mössbauer spectroscopy at room tem-
perature on 57Fe nuclei. We observed the presence of cycloid type spatial spin-modulated structure (SSMS) in the 
whole range of compositions. The study of the concentration dependence of the anharmonicity parameter m 
revealed that at the temperature of liquid helium in the composition region y = 0 – 0.10 as well as at room 
temperature for y = 0.03 the magnetic state of multiferroics is described by cycloid type SSMS with a positive 
effective uniaxial constant of magnetic anisotropy Κu  >  0 (“easy axis” model). The study at room temperature 
in turn revealed that magnetic state of the multiferroics with y = 0 – 0.03 is described by cycloid type SSMS with 
a positive effective uniaxial constant of magnetic anisotropy Κu  >  0 (“easy axis” model). In contrast, the 
magnetic state of multiferroics with y = 0.05 and 0.10 is described by a negative effective uniaxial constant of 
magnetic anisotropy Κu  <  0 (“easy plane” model). Anharmonicity parameter m at room temperature for 
y = 0.03 – 0.05 is close to zero, which means that SSMS in this range of compositions is close to harmonic.   

1. Introduction 

Promising prospects of Ι type multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO) application 
in spintronics, data storage and various multifunctional devices gen-
erate keen interest in BFO-based compounds over the past 30 years  
[1–4]. Pure undoped BiFeO3 possesses rhombohedral distorted per-
ovskite structure (sp. gr. R3c), high Curie temperature of 1100 K and 
Neel temperature of 670 K [5,6]. In paper [7] the authors observed a 
complicated cycloid type spatial spin-modulated structure (SSMS) with 
relatively big period λ = 620  ±  20 Å incommensurate with the crystal 
lattice period by means of time-of-flight neutron diffractometry. Each 
magnetic moment of the trivalent iron ion Fe3+, surrounded by 
neighbouring Fe3+ ions with spins antiparallel to the spin of the central 
atom, rotates along the direction of the modulated wave in a plane 
perpendicular to the hexagonal basal plane. The presence of SSMS re-
duces to zero the total magnetization and linear magnetoelectric effect  
[8]. One can conclude that for practical applications of these ferrites 
SSMS must be suppressed. Various methods for suppressing SSMS are 
described in the literature, for example, replacing bismuth or iron with 
other elements [8–10], synthesizing samples in the form of 

nanocrystallites or thin films [2,11–13], and also using an external 
magnetic field [14,15]. 

The replacement of bismuth atoms by rare-earth atoms affects the 
physical properties (including magnetoelectric). This effect is due to the 
difference between ionic radii, valency and other parameters of Bi3+ 

ions and substitute ions [16]. It was shown in [17] that doping of BFO 
with lanthanum leads to a structural transition from the rhombohedral 
to the orthorhombic phase due to chemical compression. Evidence of a 
decrease in the concentration of charge defects, dielectric losses, and 
leakage current upon doping with La is given in [18,19]. It was also 
found that certain concentrations of various elements replacing bismuth 
lead to the destruction of SSMS in compounds based on BFO [11,20,21]. 

In [22], a mathematical description of SSMS in BFO is given through 
the function of the anharmonic cycloid: 

= ± >cos x sn K m x m( ) 4 ( ) , at K 0u (1)  

= ± <sin x sn K m x m( ) 4 ( ) , at K 0u (2) 
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where θ is the angle of rotation of the antiferromagnetism vector re-
lative to the c axis; x is the coordinate along the direction of propaga-
tion of the cycloid; sn(x, m) is the Jacobi elliptic function with the 
anharmonicity parameter m; K(m) is a complete elliptic integral of the 
first kind. The SSMS period λ is determined by the exchange stiffness A, 
the effective constant of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy Ku, and the 
anharmonicity parameter m [22,23]. 

As follows from Eqs. (1), (2), the SSMS anharmonicity leads to a 
non-uniform distribution of the magnetic moments of iron over the 
angle θ, leading to their higher concentration near the c axis or in the 
perpendicular direction, depending on the sign of the Ku magnetic an-
isotropy constant. Moreover, magnetic anisotropy also leads to a weak 
anisotropy of local hyperfine fields at the nuclei 57Fe Hhf (θ) [22,24]: 

= +H H H cos( ) (3 1)/2hf is ano
2 (3) 

where Hiso is the isotropic contribution to the hyperfine magnetic field 
Hn, determined mainly by the Fermi contact interaction with s-electrons 
localized on the nucleus and polarized by the atomic spin. Han is the 
anisotropic contribution due to the magnetic dipole–dipole interaction 
with localized magnetic moments of atoms and the anisotropy of the 
hyperfine magnetic interaction of the nucleus with the electrons of the 
ion core of its own atom. From Eq. (3) one can obtain a relation be-
tween the values of the hyperfine fields for the orientation of the 
magnetic moment of the iron atom parallel to (H‖) and perpendicular 
(H⊥) to the crystal symmetry axis the with isotropic and anisotropic 
contributions by simple relations [24]: 

= + =H H H H H Hand /2iso an iso an (4)  

Experimental methods that can detect SSMS and observe its evolu-
tion caused, for example, by replacement of bismuth or iron by other 
ions or by distortions of the crystal structure are of significant im-
portance for study perovskites based on BiFeO3 ferrite. Such methods 
are neutron diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and nu-
clear gamma resonance (Mössbauer effect). 

The existence of SSMS in BiFeO3 was revealed by the Mössbauer 
effect method on 57Fe nuclei [24,25]. In [25], when processing the 
Mössbauer spectra of BiFeO3 taking into account the lattice εlat and 
magnetic εmag contributions to the quadrupole shift, the anharmonicity 
parameter was estimated as m = 0.5 at room temperature and m = 0.6 
at 90 K, i.e. SSMS is highly anharmonic. In [24], an estimate of the 
additional contribution from the magnetic component εmag to the 
quadrupole shift showed that this contribution is small and can be 
neglected when processing the Mössbauer spectra, which leads to a 
decrease in the estimate of the anharmonicity parameter to m = 0.26 at 
4.2 K. 

One of the most obvious and direct methods for observing SSMS is 
NMR spectroscopy. The rotation of magnetic moments modifies the line 
shape in such a way that the spectrum becomes frequency distributed 
within 2 MHz and acquires a characteristic shape with two peaks at the 
edges of the spectrum of different (in the general case) intensities and a 
gap between them. In [26], NMR spectra were obtained for samples of 
the Bi1-yLayFeO3 series with y = (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.9 and 1.0). In the first 
two samples with the lowest La content, the magnetic order of the SSMS 
type of the cycloid type was preserved. 

Up to now, only a few papers report on the effect of replacement of 
bismuth by rare-earth atoms on SSMS studied by neutron diffraction, 
NMR, or Mössbauer spectroscopy. 

This work aims to systematic study of effect of replacement of tri-
valent bismuth atoms by trivalent lanthanum atoms on SSMS, local 
magnetic and electrical states of Fe atoms in the rhombohedral phase 
R3c of the Bi1-yLayFeO3 system (y = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.10) by 
means of NMR at 4.2 K and the Mössbauer effect at room temperature 
on 57Fe nuclei. In the present paper, we combined NMR spectroscopy at 
low temperature and Moessbauer spectroscopy to study the region of 
drastic changes in the magnetic structure of the Bi1 – yLayFeO3: the 
destruction of SSMS and anisotropy type change at room temperature. 

2. Materials and methods 

Polycrystalline samples of Bi1-yLayFeO3 multiferroics (y = 0, 0.015, 
0.03, 0.05 and 0.10) with a relative content of the stable 57Fe isotope of 
10% mol percent (for all samples except y = 0.10) were prepared using 
solid-state ceramic technology. Sample with y = 0.10 was character-
ized by a higher 57Fe isotope content of ≈ 95%. A mixture of oxide 
powders of ferrite components in appropriate proportions was pressed 
into tablets, which were annealed for 25 h at a temperature of 700 – 
830° C in the air (with intermediate triple grinding and compression 
into tablets). At 830° C, the final annealing was performed, followed by 
the rapid cooling of the sample in air. The phase composition and 
structure of the samples were determined by X-ray diffraction. The 
samples contained impurities of Fe2O3 and Bi2Fe4O9 at an amount 
of < 5%. 

Similar to the parent BiFeO3, an essential local magnetic field of ~ 
490 – 500 kOe exists at the iron positions in all compounds in-
vestigated, which makes it possible to observe NMR signal in zero field 
(ZF NMR) on 57Fe nuclei (spin I = ½). In this case, the profile of the 
NMR spectrum should repeat the profile of local field distribution at the 
iron positions up to a factor equal to the 57Fe gyromagnetic ratio (γ/ 
2π ~ 0.138 MHz/kOe). 

The 57Fe NMR spectra were measured in a zero field at a liquid 
helium temperature since (i) no phase transitions were observed in si-
milar compounds below room temperature [26]; (ii) cooling down to 
4.2 K allows one to increase the sensitivity of the method significantly. 

In all NMR measurements, the technique of detecting the spin-echo 
from successive π/2 and π pulses with a stepwise change in frequency 
was used. The NMR signal was obtained by integrating the spin-echo 
envelope in the time domain and summing over the number of scans. 

In order to suppress the contribution from 209Bi [27], a fairly large 
distance (1000 μs) between the π/2 and π radiofrequency pulses was 
used in the NMR experiment. As our experiments showed, with this 
configuration the spin-echo from 209Bi almost vanishes due to fast 
spin–spin nuclear relaxation, while the relatively slow relaxing 57Fe 
spin-echo remains quite intense. 

Relatively long π/2 and π radiofrequency pulses of 10 μs and 20 μs 
were used to minimize the excitation band for each NMR measurement 
and to obtain a higher resolution spectrum in the frequency domain. 
The pulse power was optimized by maximizing an echo signal at the 
right peak of the major spectrum at the frequency of 75.55 MHz, the 
optimal power at other points of the spectrum coincided within the 
error limits. 

Mössbauer studies were carried out at room temperature using a 
spectrometer operating in the constant acceleration mode with a tri-
angular shape of the source velocity relative to the absorber at room 
temperature for all samples. A 57Co source in the Rh matrix was used. 
The Mössbauer spectrometer was calibrated at room temperature using 
a standard α-Fe absorber. For processing and analysis of Mössbauer 
spectra, we used a cycloid type SSMS model implemented in the 
SpectrRelax program (described in detail in [24,28,29] as applied to 
process Mössbauer spectra in BiFeO3 and some ferrites based on it). The 
search for the optimal values of the model parameters was carried out 
in accordance with the maximum likelihood criterion (χ2 criterion) by 
the Levenberg – Marquardt method (for more details, see [24]). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Crystal structure 

As mentioned above, the samples contained impurity phases Fe2O3 

and Bi2Fe4O9 at the amount of a few percents (< 5%). The presence of 
these phases in the studied samples was also confirmed by Mössbauer 
spectroscopy. X-ray diffraction measurements of the studied samples 
showed that the replacement of bismuth atoms by lanthanum atoms 
leads to a slight decrease in the parameters of the rhombohedral (sp.gr. 
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R3c) lattice: a = b decreases from 5.581 Å (for y = 0) to 5.578 Å (for 
y = 0.1); c decreases from 13.876 Å (for y = 0) to 13.807 Å (for 
y = 0.1). All the compounds investigated are the bulk powder samples. 
They do not undergo structural transition which occurs at higher con-
tent of lanthanum. 

This effect is due to the difference in the effective ionic radii R for 
the trivalent ions of lanthanum La3+ and bismuth Bi3+ for the N = 12- 
oxygen coordination: R (La3+) = 1.36 Å and R (Bi3+) ≥ 1.4 Å [30]. 
The effective radius R (Bi3+) was determined by linear extrapolation of 
the Bi3+ ionic radii data with 5-, 6-, and 8-coordinated oxygen en-
vironments N towards N = 12. A decrease of the studied ferrites lattice 
parameter c leads to compression of the lattice. This effect causes a 
change in the lengths and angles of the FeeOeFe bonds, distortion and 
rotation of the FeO6 octahedra [31,32]. 

3.2. Zero-field NMR 

Fig. 1 shows the zero-field NMR spectra of the compositions Bi1- 

yLayFeO3 (y = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.10) measured at 4.2 K. For all 
these compounds, the spectra exhibit a characteristic two-peaks struc-
ture observed in the NMR spectra of 57Fe nuclei in BFO [22] caused by 
the presence of cycloid type SSMS. 

Measurements of the spin–spin relaxation rate at low-frequency and 
high-frequency maxima made it possible to estimate the ratio of echo 
intensity decay 57Fe I (1000 μs)/I (0) at both spectral peak positions for 
the used delay between pulses (Table 1). As can be seen, these relations 

are close to unity within the error range, which indicates the neglig-
ibility of the relaxation inhomogeneity influence on the shape of the 
spectrum. The relatively large decrease for the compound with 10% 
substitution is associated with a significantly higher content of the 57Fe 
isotope. 

An evolution of the 57Fe nuclei NMR spectra with an increase of La 
content in BFO samples is shown in Fig. 1. In particular, the intensity of 
the left peak increases due to iron atoms, the magnetic moments of 
which are perpendicular to the light axis [22]. This effect indicates a 
decrease in the cycloid anharmonicity parameter. This result is con-
sistent with previously published data [26] and indicates a decrease in 
the effective magnetic anisotropy constant. There is also an increase in 
the width of the local line shape due to an increase in the heterogeneity 
degree of the local iron environment. It should be noted that in this 
case, the position and frequency range of the main spectrum almost do 
not change with increasing lanthanum substitution indicating that the 
hyperfine fields of iron nuclei H‖ and H remain almost unchanged. 

Also, with an increase in lanthanum content, the intensity of the 
non-cycloid high-frequency peak increases (the HF peak in Fig. 1), the 
nature of which remains unclear. It corresponds to the position of iron 
with a local magnetic field of 554 kOe on iron nuclei. The hyperfine 
magnetic fields (HFMF) on 57Fe nuclei at 4.2 K in the most common 
oxides — hematite, magnetite, and maghemite — are lower, which 
unambiguously excludes them as potential impurities not detected by 
X-ray [33]. 

The 57Fe NMR spectra in the zero external magnetic field were 

Fig. 1. 57Fe ZF NMR spectra of the Bi1-yLayFeO3 samples at 4.2 K. The arrow indicates the position of the high-frequency peak (see text).  

Table 1 
A decrease in 57Fe spin-echo intensity due to spin–spin relaxation I (1000 μs)/I (0) at spectral peak positions and their ratio.        

The degree of substitution of Bi for La  

1.5% 3% 5% 10%  

The 74.95 MHz peak decay I (1000 μs)/I (0) 0.923(7) 0.93(2) 0.91(2) 0.58(3) 
The 75.55 MHz peak decay I (1000 μs)/I (0) 0.932(7) 0.932(10) 0.932(8) 0.577(17) 
Ratio 0.990(11) 1.00(3) 0.98(3) 1.01(6)    
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approximated by the anharmonic cycloid model (using Eqs. (1), (3)) 
with magnetic “easy axis” type anisotropy as in [24,28,34]. The high- 
frequency peak was approximated by a separate line. The approxima-
tion results (red solid curves in Fig. 2) are in a good agreement with the 
experiment. The obtained approximation parameters make it possible 
to quantitatively evaluate the changes in SSMS in the Bi1-yLayFeO3 

system (y = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.10). 
The dependence of the anharmonicity parameter on the degree of 

lanthanum content is shown on the summary graph in Fig. 4 (m by ZF 
NMR at 4.2 K). A monotonic decrease in m with an increase in the 
concentration of lanthanum is observed. 

The concentration dependence of the relative integral intensity of 
the high-frequency peak is shown in the Inset in Fig. 2. It exhibits an 
almost linear growth, indicating its direct connection with lanthanum 
concentration. Presumably, this HF-peak originates from iron atoms, in 
the immediate vicinity of which at least some of the eight bismuths is 
replaced by lanthanum. Possibly, due to the smaller ionic radius of 
La3+ compared with Bi3+, the distance between such iron atoms be-
comes smaller than in stoichiometric BiFeO3, which leads to an increase 
in HFMF on iron. Also, it might be possible that the HF peak is a part of 

more complicated sub-spectrum which is hindered beneath the main 
spectrum. 

3.3. Mössbauer spectroscopy 

In Fig. 3, as examples, we present the Mössbauer spectra of 57Fe 
nuclei in the Bi0.985La0.015FeO3 (1) and Bi0.95La0.05FeO3 (2) multi-
ferroics obtained at 295 K (open circles) and the results of their pro-
cessing in the framework of the SSMS cycloid model in the SpectrRelax 
program (solid lines). The Mössbauer spectra in Bi1-yLayFeO3 multi-
ferroics are characterized by broad asymmetric lines with specific line 
intensities observed in BiFeO3 multiferroic and ferrites based on it in 
the composition region with the R3c rhombohedral structure (for ex-
ample [24,28,29]). The spectra of impurity phases are also shown in  
Fig. 3. The Mössbauer spectrum of the Bi0.985La0.015FeO3 sample con-
tains impurity sextets from the Fe2O3 phase at an amount of 
0.6  ±  0.4% and two doublets of the Bi2Fe4O9 phase with the intensity 
of 1.18  ±  0.05%. The spectrum of the Bi0.95La0.05FeO3 sample con-
tains Fe2O3 impurities at an amount of 1.2  ±  0.7% and two doublets of 
the Bi2Fe4O9 phase at an amount of 3.8  ±  0.06%. 

Fig. 2. ZF NMR spectra of 57Fe nuclei at 4.2 K 
(experimental points). The red is the approx-
imation of the 57Fe NMR spectra in the frame-
work of the anharmonic cycloid model (using 
Eqs. (1), (3)) in Bi1-yLayFeO3 samples. The Inset 
shows the relative intensity of the high-fre-
quency peak. The sum of squared deviations was 
minimized using the built-in function of the PTC 
Mathcad software. (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this ar-
ticle.) 

Fig. 3. The Mössbauer spectra of 57Fe nuclei 
(open circles) measured at room tempera-
ture and the results of their processing in the 
Bi0.985La0.015FeO3 (1) and Bi0.95La0.05FeO3 

multiferroics (2), in the framework of the 
cycloid type spatial spin modulated struc-
ture (SSMS) model (SpectrRelax program). 
The lines passing through the experimental 
points are model spectra obtained by spectra 
analysis according to the program. The 
broken lines under the spectra are the dif-
ference between the experimental and 
model spectra. Distributions of hyperfine 
magnetic fields (solid lines with shaded re-
gions) p(H) corresponding to model spectra 
are calculated in the framework of the cy-
cloid type SSMS model. 
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The Mössbauer spectra were processed in the framework of the 
cycloid type SSMS model using equations (1 or 2) for the angle θ(x) 
between the antiferromagnetism vector and the axis of symmetry in the 
structure of bismuth ferrites Bi1-yLayFeO3 (y = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05, 
0.10) in dependence on the x coordinate along the direction of spin 
modulation and the sign of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy coefficient  
[35]. In [24,28,29] it was found that for BiFeO3 in the temperature 
range 5–300 K the angle θ (x) is described by expression (1), depending 
on the sign of the effective constant of the crystalline magnetic aniso-
tropy Ku. The authors of [25] estimated the anharmonicity parameter of 
SSMS in BiFeO3 when processing the Mössbauer spectra taking into 
account two contributions to the quadrupole shift: lattice εlat and 
magnetic εmag. At 293 K, the lattice contribution is εlat = − 0.228 mm/ 
s and the magnetic contribution is εmag = 0.126 mm/s, and the an-
harmonicity parameter was estimated to be m = 0.5. We measured the 
lattice contributions of εlat to quadrupole splitting from Mössbauer 
spectra at temperatures above the Neel temperature TN, in BiFeO3 fer-
rites (at T = 670 K) and Bi0.95La0.05FeO3 (at T = 663 K): εlat = 0.2172 
( ± 0.0007) mm/s (for BiFeO3) and εlat = 0.2133 ( ± 0.0008) mm/s 
(for Bi0.95La0.05FeO3). The value εlat = 0.254 (2) mm/s at 4.2 K ob-
tained in [24] is close to the lattice contribution εlat measured in BiFeO3 

at a temperature of 650 K. 
The Mössbauer spectra in the Bi1-yLayFeO3 multiferroic system 

(y = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.10) were analyzed using the equation 
(1 or 2) taking into account the fact that the magnetic contribution to 
the quadrupole splitting is equal to zero εmag ≡ 0. As a result of the 
Mössbauer spectra analysis in the framework of the cycloid type SSMS 
model, we obtained data on the anharmonicity parameters m and the 
HFMF distributions p(Hn) at room temperature depending on the con-
tent of lanthanum atoms. The best agreement of the experimental and 
model spectra for compositions y = 0 – 0.03 was obtained by proces-
sing the spectrum according to equation (1), while for compositions 
y = 0.05 and 0.10 – when processing the spectra according to equation  
(2). Fig. 3.1 shows that in the distribution p (Hn) for the composition 
y = 0.015, the intensity of the left peak (74.95 MHz) IL is less than the 
intensity of the right peak IR (75.55 MHz). In Fig. 3.2 one can see that 
the IR intensity is less than IL. This means that the magnetic state of 
multiferroics with composition y = 0 – 0.03 is described by a cycloid 
type SSMS with a positive uniaxial effective magnetic constant Κu  >  0 
(“easy axis”), and the magnetic state of multiferroics with compositions 
y = 0.05 and 0.10 cycloid type SSMS is described with a negative 

effective magnetic constant Κu  <  0 (“easy plane”). The anharmonicity 
parameter m at room temperature in the composition range y = 0.03 – 
0.05 is close to zero. SSMS in this area of compositions is harmonic. 

Fig. 4 shows the concentration dependences of the anharmonicity 
parameter in Bi1-yLayFeO3 multiferroics (y = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05, and 
0.10) determined at 4.2 K by the NMR method, and at room tempera-
ture measured by the Mössbauer spectroscopy on 57Fe nuclei. As can be 
seen from the figure when bismuth atoms are replaced by lanthanum 
atoms, the anharmonicity parameter m measured by NMR decreases 
from 0.85 at y = 0 to 0.42 at y = 0.10. The shape of the NMR spectra 
shows that in this temperature range in Bi1-yLayFeO3 multiferroics 
(y = 0.03, 0.05, and 0.10) a cycloid type SSMS exists. This SSMS is 
characterized by a positive effective uniaxial magnetic anisotropy 
constant Κu  >  0. The parameters m obtained by processing the NMR 
spectra (measured at 4.2 K) according to equation (1) are shown in  
Fig. 4. 

The anharmonicity parameter m retrieved from the Mossbauer 
spectroscopy at room temperature for compositions y = 0.00 – 0.03 
decreases with increasing lanthanum content. For compositions 
y = 0.03 – 0.05, the parameter m ≈ 0 and, therefore, the constant Κu ≈ 
0. Then m increases to 0.32 at y = 0.10. For ferrites Bi0.95La0.05FeO3 

and Bi0.90La0.10FeO3, the best agreement (the smallest parameter χ2) 
was obtained by processing the spectra according to equation (2). This 
means that for the ferrites Bi0.95La0.05FeO3 and Bi0.90La0.10FeO3 the 
effective magnetic anisotropy constant is negative Κu  <  0. As follows 
from Fig. 4, the change of sign of the anisotropy constant from positive 
to negative at room temperature occurs at a La concentration y ≈ 0.03 
where the parameter m = 0 and SSMS becomes harmonic. 

In paper [28] the authors used Mossbauer spectroscopy to study the 
temperature dependence of m in multiferroic BiFeO3. With temperature 
increase from 4.8 K, the parameter m decreases from m = 0.26 to 
m = 0 at Tinv ≈ 330 K. With temperature increase above Tinv, m in-
creases to m ≈ 0.6 at T = 585 K. In this paper the authors demonstrate 
that when T  <  Tinv, the SSMS in BiFeO3 is characterized by Κu  >  0 
while when T  >  Tinv Κu  <  0. At temperature Tinv ≈ 330 K, the 
parameter m = 0. The effect of sign switching of the effective Κu 

magnetic anisotropy constant is explained by different temperature 
dependences of competing contributions to the effective magnetic an-
isotropy constant. One contribution is produced by the anti-
ferromagnetic system without taking into account the canting of the 
magnetic sublattices, and the other contribution is produced by weak 
ferromagnetism due to the Dzyaloshinsky-Moria interaction (which 
determines the canting of the magnetic sublattices) [28]. 

The anharmonicity parameter m is related to the spatial spin- 
modulated wavelength λ, the exchange stiffness A, and the effective 
magnetic anisotropy constant Κu [22,26]: m ~ (λ2 Κu/A). Un-
fortunately, there is no data in the literature of the cycloid length λ 
dependence on the composition in the Bi1-yLayFeO3 ferrite system 
(y = 0 – 0.10). For comparison, when replacing trivalent iron atoms by 
trivalent manganese atoms, the parameter λ increased slightly, from 
620 Å to 680 Å at Mn concentration of 10% [36]. The exchange stiffness 
parameter A is determined by the Néel temperature TN (A ~ TN). For 
BiFeO3 the temperature TN = 640 K and for Bi0.9La0.1FeO3 it is 655 K. 
In this regard, we can assume that the effect of a change in the cycloid 
period λ and exchange stiffness A on a decrease in the anharmonicity 
parameter m in Bi1-yLayFeO3 ferrites (y = 0 – 0.10) is insignificant, and 
the main contribution to the change in the parameter m with increasing 
lanthanum content is made by the dependence on the composition of 
the effective magnetic anisotropy constant Κu. Thus, a decrease in the 
anharmonicity parameter m caused by the replacement of trivalent 
bismuth atoms by trivalent lanthanum atoms in Bi1-yLayFeO3 multi-
ferroics (y = 0, 0.015, 0.03) and an increase in m parameter in Bi1- 

yLayFeO3 multiferroics (y = 0.05 and 0.10) are mainly due to con-
centration changes of both the magnitude and the sign of the effective 
magnetic anisotropy constant Κu. 

Fig. 4. Dependences of the cycloid anharmonicity parameter m on the degree of 
lanthanum concentration in Bi1-yLayFeO3 compounds at 4.2 K according to 57Fe 
NMR in zero field and at 300 K according to Mössbauer spectroscopy. 
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4. Conclusions 

X-ray diffraction studies of Bi1-yLayFeO3 multiferroic samples 
(y = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.10) defined the crystal structure of the 
samples as rhombohedral with the space group R3c. The lattice para-
meters decrease with increasing lanthanum content. This effect is 
caused by a smaller value of the effective ionic radius R of trivalent 
La3+ lanthanum ions relative to the radius R of bismuth Bi3+ for 
N = 12-oxygen environment. 

The magnetic structure of Bi1-yLayFeO3 multiferroics (y = 0, 0.015, 
0.03, 0.05, and 0.10) was studied by nuclear magnetic resonance at 
4.2 K and the Mossbauer effect at room temperature on 57Fe nuclei. It 
has been found that in the observed composition range, there is a cy-
cloid type SSMS. A study of the concentration dependence of the an-
harmonicity parameter m showed that at the liquid helium temperature 
the magnetic state of multiferroics in the composition region y = 0 – 
0.10 is described by a cycloid type SSMS with a positive effective 
uniaxial constant of magnetic anisotropy Κu  >  0 (“easy axis”). At 4.2 K 
with an increase in the La concentration the anharmonicity parameter 
decreases monotonically. 

NMR experiments revealed that when La replaces Bi in the BiFeO3 

multiferroic, Fe atoms located directly near the substituting La atoms 
induce a higher local magnetic field which leads to the appearance of 
an additional high-frequency peak on the 57Fe NMR spectra. 

At room temperature the magnetic state of multiferroics of com-
positions y = 0 – 0.03 is also described by SSMS with a positive ef-
fective uniaxial magnetic constant Κu  >  0 (“easy axis”) as evidenced 
by Mossbauer spectroscopy study. However, in the composition range 
y = 0.05 – 0.10 the SSMS exhibits a negative effective magnetic ani-
sotropy constant Κu  <  0 (“easy plane”). The anharmonicity parameter 
m at room temperature in the composition range y = 0.03 – 0.05 is 
close to zero. SSMS in this area of compositions is more harmonic. The 
concentration and temperature changes of the anharmonicity para-
meter m upon replacement of trivalent bismuth atoms by trivalent 
lanthanum atoms in Bi1-yLayFeO3 multiferroics (y = 0 – 0.10) are 
mainly associated with concentration and temperature changes in both 
the magnitude and the sign of the effective magnetic anisotropy con-
stant Κu. Changes of the Κu constant are caused by different tempera-
ture and concentration dependences of competing contributions to the 
effective magnetic anisotropy constant: a contribution from the anti-
ferromagnetic system without taking into account the canting of the 
magnetic sublattices and weak ferromagnetism due to the 
Dzyaloshinsky-Moria interaction (which determines the canting angle 
of the magnetic sublattices). 
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